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Abstract. The results of a series of _ts to characterize the coherence
_wcnics ofxev_ producedbyhi_x,_ hannmic_ inhelium,neon
and argonarereportedandcomlmredto_ fromaneffective ordermodel. The
harmonicsexhibit smooth, neargaussianspatial_ andhavea divergencethatis
approximatelyconstant(< 12 mrad)in the plateauregion anddanea,u_ (,, 4 mind) in
the cutoff for f/17 focusing. For a bandwidthlimited, 140 fsec incident pulse, we
measure a harmonic line width of ATJ_.-- 2 x 10-3 at 30.3 rim. By reducing the
spectralwidth of the driving pulse, harmonicswith AMZ,, 2 x 104 can he pnxluc_
Absolute conversion efficiency as high as 10.7 for inmnoaicradiationasshortas20
m has beenachieved by using400 k 526 nmImlsesfroman Nd:Glass laser.

1. Introduction

The understandingof highorderharmonicgenc_ationin raregases by a very
intense, short pulse laser has progressed signifu_mtly in the past few years. The
detailedcharacterizationof the generatedharmonicfields, however, is only now being
address_ In particular,the spatialand temporal_ of thehighorderharmonics
in addition to the absolute conversion efficiency must be optimized for use in
applications. Spatialprof'demeasurementsof high orderharmonicsproducedby a I ps
laser have been recently _ by Tisch ct. aLl, and I,' Huillier eL al. reported
measurementsof the spatialprofiles of the 13th harmonicof a 40 ps Nd:YAG laser.2
Some work has also been reportedon the spectralcharacteristicsof the harmonics. In
particular,the spectral blue shift of the harmonicsdue to the ionization and plasma
formation have been reported by two groups.3.4 In this paper, we report on
measurements of the absolute conversion efficiency, spatial distributions and the
spectral line widths of high orderharmonicsgeneratedin helium,neon and argonand
compare these results to predictionsfroman effective ordermodel. Measurementsof
coherent xuv radiation at 20 nm with a peak brightness on the order of 1024

' photons/(mm2-mRad-sec-0.1%bandwidth)arepresented.



2. Spatial Distribution Measurements

The harmonicspatialdistributionexperimentswere conductedby genentting
harmonics of a short pulse Cr'.LiSrAIF6(LiSAF) laser5 operating at 825 nm and
capableof producingpulse energies in excess of 200 ml. Specialcare has been taken
to charac_ize the far-fieldfocal profileof the laser whichis appmximalelytwo-times
diffractionlimited with a 70 pm focal spot (l/e 2) usingan flit focusing lens. For the
spatialprofile measurementsthelaserwas focused at ff17 intoa gas plumeprovidedby
a pulsed gas jet. The estimatedatomicdensity for these _ents could be varied
between 1017 atoms/cm3 and 1018 atom_/cm3. The _ divergence of the

825m beamwas62 (l/e2).Theharmonicspmdeo:d culkaedby
a flat fieldspectrome_ consisti_ of a flat,variableline spacedgold gratingat grazing
incidence and a single, flat, carbonfolding mirror. A Csl coated dual micro-channel
plate (MCP)detector was located at the image plane of the wectmmetor, 59 cm from
the source of the ha_mmi_ A phosphorusscreen coupled to the MCP detectorwas
readby an 8-bit CX_Dcamerayieldingsimultaneous_ andspatialinfmantion on
each lasershot

The experimentswere conductedby averaging5 la_ shots in a 10_ energy
window. For intensities below the ionization _mation intensity, the images are
extremely reproducibleon a shot to shot basis. In figure 1, the _ outs of three
harmonicWofilcs generatedin argonat an intensityof 4.0 x 1014W/curt2 areshown.
The 25th and the 29th harmonics_t harmonicsin the plateau regioa of the
spectrumand the 33rd hmnonic is tbe highestorderhanneok detectable in the cutoff
with the MCPdetector. The harmonic_udons exhibitneargaussianprofileswith
little m"no _. The divergenceof the hammnicmdiafico decreases slightly
with_ ruderin theplateangegiottand rapidlyin the_ The di_ for
the harmonicsin argon range from 12 mradfor the onlet_ from the 17th to the 25th
down to 3 mradfor the 33rdhanm._ic.
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Figure 1: Integratedline outsof selectedharmonics(25th,29th and 33rd)

produced in argonat a laserintensityof 4 x 1014W/cm2.
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Harmonics produced in neon show a similar behavior as those pmducod in
argon. Like harmonics lxoduced in argon, the distributionsare smooth and exhibit a
divergencethatdecreasesfromaround13nuad for the lowerordersdown to 6 mradfor

. harmonicsat the cutoff. In general, we f'mdthatthe harmonicsexhibit a di_
thatis less tlgn thatpmdk:ledby lowest indexperturbati_ flm3gy.6

This can be explained by considering the fact that the harmonic yields
typically scale with the laser intensitywith an orderthatis typically muchless than the
actualprocess order4. Underoar experimontaconditions,theconfocal parmneter,b, is
much longer than the leagth of the generating medium (gasjet), L. In this limit
(b>>L), pe_tn'hafion lhemypredictsthata harmonicwith orderq will havea divergence

that is 1/_" times the laser divergence. If, however, the harmonicvarieswith an

effective nonlinear order, p, then the divergence of the harmonicis _'p/q times the
laserdivergence. Since p is typicallymuchsmaller thanq for the harmonicsout in the
plateau (p ,, 5-8) we would exp_ the higher order harmonics to exlu'bita tmutller
divcrgoncethan_ bypauutmion_. Thispfedictimis cons_tentwithotr
measurements throughout the rare gases provided the laser intensity is less than
approximatelytwice Fhe_mation intensityfor ionization,lsat.

Whea the peak laser intensityis greaterthanappmxinmtelytwice Isat,plasma
formationoccursearlyin thepulse and_efractionof theincidentlight pmdu¢_ _uctm_
on the harmonicspatial laOfilesand rapidlyincreases the divergence (alongwith the
previnesly _ spectralblue shifting).Similar obseayationshave been_ by
T'ur.h,et al.t A detaikd model acamntingfor theseeffects is currentlyin dc_L

3. Spectral Profile Measurements

The spectral dism_outionsof selected high orderharmonicsproduced by the
Ct-.I_AF laser were coudac_ usinga reimaging_, (desmbed in gel4).
The monochrometerhad an estimatedresolutionof .03 tun, and the spectralwidth of
the laser for these _ts was 8.5 rim, AX/Z=1 x 10"2. Profiles of the 27th
harmonic in argon andneon producedatan incident intensity,near lsat for each atom
are shown in figures 2a and 2b respectively. Accounting for the resolution of the
spectrometerwe find that the fractionalbandwidthof the harmonicswas AZ/L - 2 x
10-3 in argonand was _ -- 5 x 10-3 in neon. This rangeof spectralline widths is
comparable to the line widths predicted by perturbationtheory which predicts a
fractionalbandwidthof AZ/Z-- 2 x 10-3 for the 27 th harmonic.

As the intensity increasesabove the saturationintensity,the bandwidthof the
harmonicalso increases, similarto the increase in divergence. This can be explained
self-phase modulationof the lasexpulsecreatedby the time-dependentrefractiveindex

4experienced by the leadingedge of the pulse resultingfrom ionization of the gas. At
an intensity of 3 x 1015W7cm2, the bandwidthof the 27th harmonicproducedin neon
increases to Ak/'k- 8 x 10"3,well above the transformlimited prediction of either
perturbationtheory or the effective ordermodel which predicts that the normalized



spectral width of the harmonic should exhibit a _[p/q dependence on the fractional

bandwidth of the laser, (_V_.)q = _j';/q (AZ/Z)laser.

1 = 4 x 1014 W/cm 2 I = 8 x 1014 Wkm 2
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Figure 2: Spectralixofileofthe27thhammaiclmXhtcedneartheemamaioa

4. Conversion Efficiency Measurements

The absolute energy yields of harmmi_ Ixoduced in helium and neon by a
frequency doubled Nd:Glass _ _ s_died under conditions identical to those in
which the spatial and spectral distributions were studied. The harmonic yields were
measured using an absolutely calibrated X-ray CCD camera which can accurately
determine the yield of incident photons over the spectral range 2 to 40 nm. The
absolute yields of harmonics produced in helium with three different focal ratios are

shown in figure 3 for a peak intensity of 6 x 1015 W/cm 2. The harmonic yield
increases linearly with the increasing confocal parameter, b obtained with weaker
focusing. Energies in excess of 10 nJ can be generated for harmonics in the plateau.
We have generated individual harmonics with an energy as high as 58 nJ at 25 nm with

500 mJ of green light. An optimum co_version efficiency of 2x10 -7 was obtained at 25

nm (40 nJ produced) decreasing to lxl0 -7 at 20 nm (25th harmonic) with 200 mJ
incident at 526 nm and f/70 focusing into helium. Measured harmonic yields in the
plateau in neon are very close to those values plotted in figure 3 for helium with the
exception that the harmonics exhibit a cut-off at the 21st harmonic.
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F'_ure :3:Absolute enerID' yield of hannonks produced in helium by 526 am laser

light at a peak intensity of 6 x 1015 W/cm2 for three focal ratios. Squan:s (El)are
for f/25focusing,circles(O)forf/50focusing,anddiamonds(O)arefor070.

5. Conclusion

Meese==zats of theangalar_ spectrallinewidthandabsolute
hish t=xm: arce peak

on the order of 10_ _(mm2-mrad-sec-0.1% bandwidth) at 20 mn-_ by
ud)le-t_subl_cea_ndInse_We findthattheangulardisuJbtUiomaresmoo_ne_
Craussinndistributions,withoutstructurewhen theincidentintensityislessthan

approximately 2XIsa t. The harmonics exhibit a fractional line width of 2x10 "3for a

140 fsec laser (_V/klaser=lxl0"2). Meastw_ents of lhe absolute harmonic conversion
efficiency of a 600 fs, 526 nm laser pulse in neon and helium under similar conditions
show that individual harmonics can be produced in excess of 20 nJ can be generated at

20 nm with a conversion efficiency >10"7.
This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of

Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory undercontractW-7405- Eng-48.
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